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ABSTRACT

A new method of numerical integration in functional spaces is described. This method
is based on the rigorous definition of a functional integral in complete separable metric
space and on the use of approximation formulas which we constructed for this kind of
integral. The method is applicable to solution of some partial differential equations and to
calculation of various characteristics in quantum physics. No preliminary discretization of
space and time is required in this method, as well as no simplifying assumptions like semi-
classical, mean field approximations, collective excitations, introduction of "short- time"
propagators, etc are necessary in our approach. The constructed approximation formulas,
which can be interpreted like quadratures in functional spaces, satisfy the condition of be-
ing exact on a given class of functionals, namely polynomial functional of a given degree.
The employment of these formulas replaces the evaluation of a functional integral by com-
putation of the "ordinary" (Riemannian) integral of a low dimension, thus allowing to use
the more preferable deterministic algorithms (normally - Gaussian quadratures) in com-
putations rather than traditional stochastic (Monte Carlo) methods which are commonly
used for solution of the problem under consideration. The results of application of the
method to computation of the Green function of the Schròdinger equation in imaginary
time as well as the study of some models of Euclidean quantum mechanics are presented.
The comparison with results of other authors shows that our method gives significant
(by an order of magnitude) economy of computer time and memory versus other known
methods while providing the results with the same or better accuracy. The method is
proved to have advantages also in a case of systems with many degrees of freedom. The
functional measure of the Gaussian type is considered and some of its particular cases,
namely conditional Wiener measure in quantum statistical mechanics and functional mea-
sure in a Schwartz distribution space in two-dimensional quantum field theory are studied
in detail. Numerical examples demonstrating the advantages of the method are presented.



1 Introduction

Numerical functional integration is one of the most important mathematical techniques
in the contemporary computational physics (see [1],[2]). Functional integrals are widely
used in various branches of physics and mathematics, especially in quantum and sta-
tistical physics, where the}' are often being interpreted as path integrals [3]. Since the
exact (explicit) evaluation of these integrals is possible only in few exceptional cases, the
development of numerical methods for solution of this problem is of high importance.
However, the existing approaches to path integrals in physics are not always correct in
a mathematical sence and the usual method of their computation is Monte Carlo, which
gives the results only as probabilistic averages and requires too much computer resources
to obtain the good statistics. According to the recent achievements in the measure theory
and in the development of functional integration methods (see, e.g. [4]) as well as in
the functional methods in quantum physics [5] one can use the experience in this field
to create the mathematically well-grounded methods for computation of path integrals.
Increasing attention is being paid nowdays to the construction of deterministic algorithms
for this purpose. For instance, in [6] the authors discuss the method of path summation
based on the introduction of the "short- time" propagator in the range 0 < t < e, which is
correct up to O(e2) and on the successive iterations to the finite time t in order to obtain
the ground state energy of a quantum system. It should be noted that the main physical
properties such as energy spectrum, wave functions, etc. can be reproduced correctly only
in a limit t —* co.

One of the promising approaches to computation of functional integrals is the creation
of approximation formulas which are exact on a given class of functional [4]. Based on
the rigorous definition of a functional integral in complete separable metric space in the
framework of this approach we elaborated the new numerical method of computation
of path integrals [7]. This method does not require preliminary discretization of space
and time and allows to obtain the mathematically well-grounded physical results with a
guaranteed (not probabilistic) error estimate. It permits the straightforward computa-
tion of functional integrals without any simplifying assumption (perturbation expansion,
semiclassical or mean field approximation, etc). Our approximation formulas can be in-
terpreted as quadratures in functional spaces. They are exact on a class of polynomial
functionals of a given degree. Under determined conditions we have proved the conver-
gence of approximations to the exact value of the integral and estimated the remainder
which gives upper and lower bounds of the result. We have studied in detail the func-
tional measure of the Gaussian type and some of its important particular cases such as
conditional Wiener measure in the space of continuous functions [8] in Euclidean quantum
mechanics and the functional measure in a Schwartz distribution space in two-dimensional
Euclidean quantum field theory. Numerical computations show [9] that our method gives
significant (by an order of magnitude) economy of computer time and memory versus
conventional Monte Carlo method used by other authors in the problems which we have
considered. We also used this method for solution of some partial differential equations in
unbounded domains computing the Green function within close upper and lower bounds
[10]. This approach is mostly convenient in the case of high dimensions when other existing
methods loose their efficiency. Our deterministic algorithm of computation of functional
integrals which we use in quantum statistical physics instead of traditional stochastic
methods enable us to make a constructive proof of existence of continuum limit of the



lattice (discretized) path integrals and to compute the physical quantities in this limit
within the determined error bars.

In the present paper we discuss the mathematical foundations of the method and its
extension to the P(</j)2-quantum field theory and apply it to the investigation of some
physical systems, such as quantum system with a double-well potential, many- body
Calogero model and the nucleus of tritium. The comparison of numerical results with the
data obtained by other authors which used both probabilistic and deterministic techniques
demonstrates the advantages of our method.

2 Basic definitions
The most frequently occuring in applications are integrals with respect to a Gaussian
measure [5]. It contains various types of measures including the well-known conditional
Wiener measure. So, we consider the Lebesgue integral

jF[x)dn{x) (1)
A'

where F[x] is an arbitrary real measurable functional on a complete separable metric space
X. Gaussian measure /i on J is a normalized measure defined on Borei cr-algebra of the
space X in the following way [4]. The value of this measure on an arbitrary cyllindric
manifold

Qvl...Vn(An) = {x <= X : [ < tpu\x > , < (p2ìx>,...ì<tpn,x >] € An],

where tpi.. .<pn
 a r e the linear-independent elements of the space X' and An (n = 1,2,...)

are arbitrary Borei manifolds in Rn, is given by the formula

x J expf -^ t f - 1 ^ - M{ip)]t [ti - M{<p)])} du.

Here Kid = K{tpu tpj), u = (U1, U2, • • •. Un),

M{<p) = [M(Ip1), M ( ^ 2 ) , . . . , M(cpn)}-

], [u - ]
t,j=i

, I/J) is a correlation functional of the measure, M((p) is a mean value [4]. Under certain
conditions, functionals K(ip,ip) and M(ip), ip,tjj G X' determine the countable-additive
function of manifolds on a Borei cr-algebra of the space X'.

In the particular case of conditional Wiener measure dwx in the space C0 of continuous
functions C0 = {x(t) G C[0,1], x(0) = x(l) = 0} we have

1

tp,x> = Jx(t)(Up{t)



and
i i

K(</?, I/J) = / < tp, x X ip, x > d\yx = / / fc{t, s) dip(t) dip(s),
C0 OO

where
fC(t, S) = x(t) x(s) d\\rX-

C0

Conditional Wiener measure is characterized by the following correlation function and
mean value [4]:

JC(t, s) = min{t, s} - ts, M(ip) = 0.

According to the Feynman-Kac formula, matrix element Zij (/3) of the time evolution
operator exp{—PH}, where H=- | A + V is written as follows:

Zif{P) = Z(xuxf,p)=<xf\e-<3H\xi> =
/3

J exp{- J V[x(t)]dt}dwx. (2)
cxitxf,p o

The integration in (2) is performed over the manifold of continuous functions x(t) G C[O, P]
with conditions x(0) = Xi, x(P) = xj. After the appropriate change of the functional
variables we can rewrite the integral (2) with periodic boundary conditions x* = Xj = x
in the form of standard conditional Wiener integral in the space CQ\

Z{x,x,P) = (27T/3)-1/2/exp{-pj V [ ^ x(t) +x] dt}dwx. (3)
C0 0

Using (3) we can compute various quantities in Euclidean quantum mechanics (or in
quantum statistical mechanics accordingly). Particularly, the free energy of the system is
defined as follows:

where
OO

Z(p) = Tr exp{-pH} = J Z(x,x,p) dx.

The ground state energy can be obtained in the following way:

E0=<0\H\0>=limf(p).
/3—» oo

We can also define the propagator

G(r) = < 0|.T(0)a;(r)|0 > = lim T(r),

where the correlation function

= < z(0) X(T) > =
OO 1

-oo C0

X \JP X ( — J + X X d\yX dx.



The energy gap between the ground and the first excited states can be computed as
follows:

= E1-E0 = - lim 4-

The ground state wave function is equal to

|*o(x)!2= lim[exp{£o/3}Z(x,x,/?)].

3 Foundations of the numerical method

3.1 Arbitrary Gaussian measure

Let H b e a Hilbert space which is dence almost everywhere in X and is generated by
the measure (J,. Let { e t } ^ be an orthonormal basis and (•, •) be a scalar product in H.
Under the following conditions on a function p(r): Rt-^X

p(r) = - p ( - r ) ;

7?,p(r) > du{r) = K (^T1);

R

3

I I < & > P ( 7 ' ) > G L(RyV), l<j<2m
t=i

we have found that the approximation formula

J F[x] dfi(x) = (27T)-"/2 J exp{-i(W, «)}
X Rn

x J F\p(m\v) - pW(v) + Un{u)] dv(v) du + -JlW[F) [A)

J
X

Rm

is exact for every polynomial functional of degree < 2m + 1. Here
m

EclTl)P(f*), ve Rm;
n

k=i

where

[4m)]2 are the roots of Qm[z) = EU'1)* zm~h/M, z G R and the measure v[v) in Rm

is a Cartesian product of symmetric normalized measures u in Euclidean space R.
Formula (4) replaces the evaluation of functional integral by the computation of an

n+m - dimensional Riemannian one. Practical computations show that the good accuracy
(0.1 per cent in the problems of statistical mechanics which we have considered [H]) can
be achieved with the minimal values of dimensions n = m = 1. We have proved the
convergence of approximations to exact value of the integral and estimated the remainder.
Particularly, it follows from this estimate that Tl^(F) = O(n^m+^) as n -> oo.



3.2 Conditional Wiener measure

In the particular case of conditional Wiener measure the approximation formula (4) looks
as follows:

i i

J F[x] dwx = (2TT)-"/2 J e x p { - ^ , u)} 2~m J ... J
C
J J ^ J J

C0 Rn - 1 - 1
m

(5)

where
m

4 ^ /5(«fc,*),
-f -*sign(u),- j

\/2
Un(u,t) = r — « f c sin(A;7rt).

ifci fc7r

Since the functionals of the type F[x] = exp{/o y[x(i)]di} often appear in applications,
in many cases it is convenient to use the approximation formulas with exponential weight.
For conditional Wiener integrals

I= f P[x] F[x
Co

with the weight functional

P[x] = exp{j[p(t)x2(t) + q(t)x(t)} dt }, p(t), q(t) £ C[0,1]

we obtained the following approximation formula

/ = (27r)-n/2 [W(I)] "1/2 expj J L\t) dt \
o

i i

! e x p { - - ( u , i i ) } 2 ~ m f ••• f $[p{m)(v, •) - p[™](v, •) + Ùn(u, •)] dv dux
J U

- 1 - 1
•v—

m
(6)

which is exact for every polynomial functional of degree < 2m + 1.
Here

<I>[z] = F[Ax+ a],



Àx(t) = x(t) -^JLJB(S) W(S) X(S) ds,

ì

W(t) = exp{ Al - s)B(s) ds },
o

a(t) = J L(s) ds - - — I B(s) W(s) [I L(u) du] ds,
O O O

t 1

L(t) = J[B(s) W(s) H(s) - q(s)} ds, H(t) = J q(s) ± ^ 'da,

and B(s) is the solution of differential equation

(1 - s)B'(s) - (1 - s)B(s) - W(s) = 2p(s), s G [0,1] (7)

with initial condition

fa
Note that in the particular casep(t) =p= const, q(t) ^q = const the Riccati equation
(7) can be solved explicitly and the approximation formula (6) aquires the significant
simplification.

When performing the computations for quantum systems with many degrees of free-
dom one has to evaluate multiple functional integrals

I... I F[xx,...,xm\dii(xx)...diJL(xm) = J F[x)d^m\x).
XX Xm

m

One of the means of computation of this kind of integral may be the successive employment
of some approximation formulas for the single functional integrals, e.g. formulas like (4)
with respect to each variable Xk, k ~ 1,..., m. But it turned out that the use of the formulas
with the given total degree of accuracy on the multiplication of spaces Xm .guarantees the
higher efficiency of computations. We have studied this case in [12].

3.3 Functional measure in P(<-p)2 - theory

Another particular case of the Gaussian measures appears in two-dimensional Euclidean
quantum field theory with polynomial self-interaction of boson fields P(<p)2- The La-
grangian of this theory looks as follows [5]:

2 , . r t - + im2
V

i(x) + \P(<p(x)): x E R2.

The operator observables defined as averages over the vacuum state can be obtained by
evaluation of the following integral

/ exp{-f : P[<p(x)] : d2x] F(ip)dipK

< 0 I F{ip) I 0 > = lim 1 ^ j Ì . (8)1 VWI — / exp{-J : Pfc>(s : d*x' '
5'(A) •• A



Here <S'(A) is the Schwartz distribution space, ip(x) G <5'(A), A C R2, P is a given
polynomial, F(tp) is a real functional which corresponds to the given physical quantity
and dipx is the Gaussian measure with covariance K in the space S'(A) with Dirichlet
boundary conditions on the boundary dA of the region A. It is essential that the renor-
malizations are reduced here to the Wick's ordering and the divergences in (S) do not
arise.

The explicit expression for the measure correlational functional is required both for
theoretical study and for numerical evaluation of functional integrals. For the integral
kernel JC(x,y)

£{x,y)= J <p{x) tp(y) dtpK

5'(A)

of the correlational functional

, T]) = I JC(x, y) £{x) r](y) dx dy
A®A

starting from the known expression [5]

OO

£(z i y) = J e~mH J XdA(w) dww di,
0 ^,„[0,1]

where the functional integration is performed over the manifold of continuous finctions
U>(T), T G [O, t], UJ(O) = x, u(t) = y and x is the characteristic function of the paths which
do not have points of intersection with SA, i.e.

f O, if 3 T0 G [O, t] : W(T0) G #A,
Ì 1, otherwise

we obtained the following representation. For an arbitrary bounded connected region
A C R? with the piecewise smooth boundary dA the kernel of P(<^)2-measure correlation
functional can be expressed in the form

K f o V) = E E l m 2 ^n(3O ̂ G/ ) ' Z, 2/ £ A \ C)A,

where En and 1On are the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of the problem

J
\ -d(x) = 0, xe dA.

The concrete expression for IC(x,y) depends on the shape of A.
In the case when A is a square A = {[0,2a] x [0,2a]}, taking the function p(v) in the

form

+ ( ) ] s m ^ ) S m ^ )
v = («1,^2) G .R2; x = (X1, X2) e A

and denning the measure u on the manifolds Q C R2 as follows



where (ni,7t2) is an integer-valued mesh on i?2, we obtain the following approximation
formula:

J F[ip] dn((p) = (2ir)-n/2 J exp{--(u, •«,)}
5'(A) R"

F[Pn(v) - Pn11Kv) + Un(u)] du(v) du + TlW(F) (9)
R2m

which is exact for every polynomial functional of degree < 2??i + 1 on S'(A).

4 Numerical calculations

4.1 Double-well potential

Let us consider first the quantum system described by the Hamiltonian H = — \ A + V
with the potential

V(x) = - (x2 - x2)2 , x e (-co, co)

which has minima at ±xo. This system is of interest because it provides the convenient
framework for studying the tunnelling and instanton effects.

Our results of computation of the ground state of this system EQ obtained using the
approximation formula (5) are presented in Table 1 for the different values of the strength
of potential barrier Xo and for various parameters n and m. The computations took few
seconds per point xo- E0* are exact results taken from the ref.[13]. For comparison we
cite the results E^ of the paper [6] obtained by the use of "short-time" propagator with
dimension N and k iterations. The CPU time in this work is reported to be rather large
although less than in Monte Carlo computations. Since the results of other authors are
given in a diagram form, we compare them with our data in Fig. 1. In paper [14] the
ground state energy has been obtained by evaluation of the lattice (discretized) path
integral via Monte Carlo simulations. The results of [15] are reported to be obtained
evaluating the iY-fold integral via averaging over 10 Mone Carlo iterations on the lattice
with N = 303 points and spacing e = 0.25. It is seen that our functional deterministic
method gives better results while requiring essentially less computer time and memory
versus other numerical methods, both stochastic and deterministic, used by the other
authors.

4.2 Many-body Calogero model

Now let us consider the Calogero model which is characterized by the following Hamilto-
nian operator

n Q2 I n n
TT \—v I 2 \ ~ V ~ ~ 1 ^ 1 V~V \—2 /in\

JC / rirrS. O L- J^ l J' O / j \ T - J J \ /

10



This model corresponds to the system of n particles which interact via centrifugal repul-
sion and linear attraction forces with the coupling constants g and u respectively. It is
being studied by many authors (see, e.g. [16]), which use the Monte Carlo method. We
computed the Green function Z and the ground state energy E0 for this model using our
approximation method for functional integrals. The results for three particles and various
values of the constant u> are listed in Table 2, whereas those for the fixed u and various
numbers of particles n are given in Table 3. The CPU time of computation of E0 was 11
sec per point u for n = 3. For comparison we cite the results E™c obtained by the Monte
Carlo method [16] using 1000 points of time discretization and 100 iterations. The exact
values are denoted by EQ. The CPU time of our computation of E0 for n = 11 was ca.
3 min, whereas the computation of E™° required as long as 15 min [16]. It is seen from
the Tables that our deterministic method gives better results than those obtained by the
Monte Carlo algorithm which did not even provide the agreement of E™c with EQ in the
framework of the presented error estimates.

4.3 The triton problem

Let us now consider the numerical investigation of interaction of particles (nucleons) in
the nucleus of tritium. This three-body problem is of real interest in physics (see [17]).
The Hamiltonian describing this system is the following:

t = l

Here x* = {x^ ,xf\xf'), i = 1,2,3 denote the coordinates of the particle with the
mass mi and

We have studied the following model of triton used by many authors:

V(r) = -51.5 exp {—} MeV, b = 1.6 F, (12)

m\ =m2 = mz = mp, where mp = 938.279 MeV is the proton mass. Particular attention
is paid to the calculation of the binding energy of nucleons in triton (see, e.g. [16],[17]
and the references therein). The following values of the ground state energy have been
obtained in these works by means of variational Ev and Monte Carlo Emc methods:

Emc = -9-77 ±0.06 MeV

"• Ev = -9.42 MeV

Ev = -9A7±0AMeV

-9.99 ± 0.05 MeV < Ev < -9.75 ± 0.04 MeV

E11 =-9.78 MeV.

It is seen, that the difference between these results is larger than the presented error
estimates. Therefore, the solution of this problem by some other method is of interest for
obtaining a more precise result.

11



We consider the problem (11)-(12) in the framework of the functional integral ap-
proach. In order to compute the 9-fold functional integral Z we use our numerical tech-
nique. The computations have been performed with the relative accuracy e = 0.01. Our
result E = -9.7 MeV agrees well with the data of other authors. The CPU time was
about 15 rain, which is less than the times reported in the other known works.

One of the possible extensions of the approach considered to the path integrals is to
reproduce quantum systems with non-zero spin. The first results of the investigation of
the many-fermion systems in the framework of this approach are reported in [18]. Further
work in this area is in progress.
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TABLE 1
Comparison of results for the system with a double-well potential

0

1

2

n =

1.

1.

0.

m = 1

0008

0016

9982

E0/E*o (this

?i = 1, m =

1.0002

1.0004

1.0007

work)
= 2 n = 2, m =

1.0001

1.0003

0.9994

1 k

5
10
15
5
10
15

E?/ES
N =17

—

0.9852
0.9949
0.9949
0.9158
0.9537
0.9550

[6]
N = 33

—

0.9725
0.9996
0.9996
0.8399
0.9919
0.9967

1.5

- Q -

E* (ref.[13]) —
E0 (this work) O
E™ (ref.

0.5 1.5 2
„2

2.5

Fig. l Ground state energy of the system with a double-well potential
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TABLE 2
Ground state energj' of the Calogero model for n — 3, g = 1.5

U)

0.10

0.20

0.25

0.50

EQ (this work)

1.346

2.700

3.366

6.738

EZ [16]

-

-

3.35 ±0.004

-

E0*

1.3472

2.6944

3.3680

6.7361

TABLE 3
Ground state energy of the Calogero model for u> = 0.25, g = 1.5

n

5

7

9

11

EQ (this work)

13.447

32.249

61.473

102.865

E

13.

32.

61.

102

omc [16]

37±0.04

34±0.09

31±0.10

.31±0.14

j

13.

32.

61.

102

K

4397

2718

5183

.6028
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